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Abstract— We propose a graph neural network(GNN) based
method to incorporate scene context for the semantic segmen-
tation of 3D LiDAR data. The problem is defined as building
a graph to represent the topology of a center segment with
its neighborhoods, then inferring the segment label. The node
of graph is generated from the segment on range image,
which is suitable for both sparse and dense point cloud. Edge
weights that evaluate the correlations of center node and its
neighborhoods are automatically encoded by a neural network,
therefore the number of neighbor nodes is no longer a sensitive
parameter. A system consists of segment generation, graph
building, edge weight estimation, node updating, and node
prediction is designed. Quantitative evaluation on a dataset of
dynamic scene shows that our method has better performance
than unary CNN with 8% improvement, as well as normal
GNN with 17% improvement.
I. INTRODUCTION
LiDAR sensor has been applied in autonomous driving
systems since last decade [1]. Compared with detection [2],
semantic segmentation of 3D LiDAR data supports more
sophisticated sensing capability which is an important part
to build smarter and safer systems. Semantic segmentation
can be defined as the process of finding semantic labels for
each point/segment, that is, classifying each data unit. In one
data frame, one data unit could be the foreground as the red
segment shown in Fig. 1, and it also could be the context of
other data units at the same time.
In our previous work [3], although the context is not
modeled explicitly, the classification accuracy is largely
improved when the sample includes context. On the other
hand, the researches on scene graph [4], [5] also depict the
effectiveness of scene context. All of these motivate us to find
a way to model the relationship between foreground and con-
text. As shown in Fig. 1, the connections between foreground
and context are captured by a graph model, then the semantic
segmentation is converted as gathering information from
context and determining the label of foreground. We believe
the explicit context information will help the classification of
foreground, and it also assists high-level object relationship
reasoning, for example, scene graph generation [6].
The graph neural network(GNN) [7] provides a basic
solution for our task. As shown in Fig. 1, the foreground and
context are abstracted as nodes, and their relationships are
represented as edges where nodes messages pass through. In
GNN, node/edge representation and message passing are all
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Fig. 1. Illustration of scene context based semantic segmentation. (a) The
red segment is foreground, and it is not confident deciding the segment is
a person. (b) Under the help of context information, we find the person
is standing nearby trees with another one. (c) The semantic segmentation
is defined as representing the topology of a center segment s with its
neighborhood Ω using a graph G, and inferring the label of s by a GNN-
based classification.
captured by deep learning methods. The GNN about scene
context could be divided into two categories.
The first one is scene graph generation on 2D camera
image. [4], [6] directly retrieve pairwise relationships among
instances from image, which is defined as scene graph gen-
eration. Our task is very similar with scene graph, however,
we can not directly apply it to 3D LiDAR data. The main
reason lies in that the training steps of scene graph are
highly dependent on dataset, for example, both instance and
relationship annotations are required. To the best of our
knowledge, available 3D LiDAR point cloud datasets [8],
[9] can not satisfy the training steps of scene graph at all.
The second one is semantic segmentation on 3D point
cloud. Based on the node type, these methods could be
separated into two streams: point-wise graph and cluster-wise
graph. In the first stream [10], [11], each point represents
one node, which causes up to 80% of the time is wasted
on structuring the sparse data [12]. In the second stream,
[13] builds the node on point cluster(named supperpoint),
while the edge feature is handcrafted; the shortcoming is
that we may design new edge features for new datasets.
These methods are difficult directly applying to sparse 3D
LiDAR data collected by autonomous driving platforms. Our
method belongs the second stream, but a special GNN-based
classifier, that considers both the local compactness of node
and the generality of edge feature, is proposed to incorporate
scene context in the semantic segmentation of 3D LiDAR
data.
This research proposes a scene context based semantic
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segmentation of 3D LiDAR data in urban dynamic scenes,
where a graph is built to represent the topology of a center
segment with its neighborhoods, and the segment label is
inferred by a GNN-based classifier. The major advantages of
our method are: 1) Graphs are built with nodes representing
data segments, which are extracted by examines consistency
of 3D points in range frame and is suitable for both sparse
and dense point cloud; 2) Edge weights are automatically
encoded by a neural network, and the predefined edge feature
[13] is not required; 3) The number of neighbor nodes is no
longer a sensitive parameter, as their correlations with the
center node are evaluated by edge weights and estimated dur-
ing graph updating. Experiments are conducted on a dataset
of dynamic scene [14], and quantitative evaluation shows
that the proposed GNN classifier has better performance than
unary CNN method with 8% improvement, as well as normal
GNN method with 17% improvement.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sect.
II discusses related work. The proposed method is presented
in Sect. III. Sect. IV shows the implementation details.
Sect. V presents the experimental results. Finally, we draw
conclusions in Sect. VI.
II. RELATED WORKS
LiDAR-based semantic segmentation has been studied
since last decade. We firstly review semantic segmentation
methods, then discuss graph neural network applied to se-
mantic segmentation.
A. Semantic Segmentation of 3D LiDAR Data
Semantic segmentation goes through two periods: tra-
ditional method and deep learning method. In traditional
method [15]–[17], semantic segmentation is the process of
classifying each data unit. Some methods directly classify
each laser point. Others [16] firstly divide data frame into
geometric consistent segments, and then each segment will
be classified. No matter which way of data unit definition,
the traditional method designs handcrafted features for each
element. Some methods [17] consider the spatial relation-
ships between elements via graph model, such as Markov
random field or conditional random field; Each data unit
constitutes a node, and the geometric relationship between
nodes constitutes an edge. The disadvantage of traditional
method is the need for expert experience to adjust features,
however, the development of traditional methods constructs
the basic framework of semantic segmentation.
With the success of deep learning in image semantic
segmentation [18], it is also applied to point cloud data.
A direct way is projecting 3D point cloud into 2D image,
e.g., range image or top-view image, so that we can use the
popular networks in image segmentation; In [19], the point
clouds are encoded by top-view images and a simple fully
convolutional neural network (FCN) is used. Raw LiDAR
data is sparse and unorder. Another stream adopts 3D repre-
sentations, e.g., voxel occupancy to make LiDAR data grid-
aligned [20]. The voxel representation is further improved in
OctNet [21]. PointNet [22] directly takes raw point clouds as
input, and a novel type of neural network is designed with
multilayer perceptrons (MLPs). Pointnet is widely used in
feature extraction of point cloud in the following research.
These deep learning methods either assume that each data
unit is independent or only consider the context information
in a small area. However, elements in one scene have strong
correlations, e.g., people tend to walk nearby trees, as can
be seen in Fig. 1(b).
B. Graph Neural Network Applied to Semantic Segmentation
Graph neural network [7] is an effective method to extract
long-range contextual information. Our task is highly rele-
vant to scene graph generation [6] which includes two stages:
firstly detect instances and then predict the relationships
among instances. By contrast, our task firstly determines the
relationships between the node and its neighbors, then predict
the label of node. Scene graph generation is discussed on
camera image. and the question is that could we directly
apply it when 3D point cloud is converted into 2D format?
The obstacle lies in that the training steps of scene graph
are highly dependent on dataset, for example, both instance
and relationship annotations are required. To the best of our
knowledge, available 3D LiDAR point cloud datasets can not
satisfy the training steps of scene graph at all.
Graph neural network is also discussed on point cloud
semantic segmentation. Based on the node type, these meth-
ods could be separated into two streams: point-wise graph
[10], [11]and cluster-wise graph [13]. In GAC [11], each
point builds one node and the edge feature is automatically
determined via attention layers. GAC can be seen as an
extension of pointnet++ [23]. The shortcoming of this point-
based network is that up to 80% of the time is wasted on
structuring the sparse data which have rather poor memory
locality, not on the actual feature extraction [12]. As for the
cluster-wise graph, [13] proposes supperpoint graph. Each
superpoint is a cluster of the raw point cloud, whereas the
edge features are predefined which may cause new features
are designed for new datasets. Inspired by [13], we propose
a special GNN based classifier, that considers both the local
compactness of node and the generality of edge feature, to
incorporate scene context in semantic segmentation of 3D
LiDAR data.
III. METHODOLOGY
A. Problem Definition
Let s denotes a segment of 3D LiDAR data, which is
extracted by a segmentation method, e.g. a region growing
one, that examines consistency of 3D points in range frame.
Let Ω be a set of M nearest segments of s. The problem in
this work is to map s to a label x ∈ {1, ...,K} by inferring
with its neighborhood Ω.
Fθ : s|Ω→ x ∈ {1, ...,K} (1)
In this research, a graph neural network [7] based classifier
is developed as illustrated in Fig.2. Given a data sample of
a center segment si and its neighborhood Ωi, an undirected
graph Gi = {Vi, Ei} is first built to represent the topology,
A graph Gi = (Vi , Ei )
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Fig. 2. The framework of scene context based semantic segmentation. (a) Graph building and initialization. (b) graph updating and node prediction.
where Vi = {vi} is a set of nodes corresponding each
segment, and Ei = {eij} are edges linking vi, the center
node, with all neighbor ones vj , j ∈ Ωi, j 6= i.
Let Hi = {hi} and Wi = {wij} be the node and edge
states of Gi respectively. Gi is then initialized to find H0i =
{h0i } and W 0i = {w0ij} that can be formulated as below.
Θ(vi)→ h0i (2)
g(Θ(vi),Θ(vj))→ w0ij (3)
In this research, h0j is a feature vector that is initialized
through a feature extraction procedure Θ(·). w0ij is a ra-
tio/weight describing the relationship strength of nodes vi
and vj that is calculated by an operator g(·).
The node and edge values are updated, and HTi and W
T
i
are obtained after T iteration steps. A semantic label of vi
is finally predicted as below
f(hTi )→ xˆi ∈ R1×K . (4)
xˆi is the prediction label of si, and f(·) is a prediction
operator.
Let Fθ denotes the above graph neural network-based
classifier. Given a set of supervised samples X =
{si,Ωi, xi}Ni=1, where xi is a label of si that is annotated
by a human operator, the problem of learning Fθ can be
formulated as finding the best θ∗ that minimize a loss
function L as below.
θ∗ = arg min
θ
L(X; θ) (5)
Below, we detail the edge weight estimations, the node
updating, the node prediction and the loss function.
B. Edge Weight Estimation
If we assume each node vi is independent, [3] has validate
this assumption is not conducive to the correct classification
of vi; on the contrary, the contextual information enhance
the node representation. Therefore, we hope the messages
of neighbor nodes could propagate to the target node. vi
has multiple neighbors, obviously each neighbor should has
different importance to vi; for example, a walker gives
more attentions to moving objects such as car and rider,
whereas less attentions to static objects. A weight/attention
mechanism is designed to perceive contextual information
[24]: gθe : Rs × Rs → R. The function gθe is shared by all
edges in the graph model. The relationship of two adjacent
nodes is defined as below:
e˜ij = gθe([hi, hj ]), (6)
where hi and hj are the hidden states of vi and vj ; the oper-
ator [·] means vector concatenation. gθe can be implemented
by any differential function, the simplest one is a linear
model, and we use a multiple layer perception(MLP) in this
paper. The above equation depicts the importance of vj to vi
and vice verse, as the graph is undirected. Obviously, we do
not explicitly model the edge like designing an edge feature,
but represent it from pair-wise nodes. The Eq.(6) allows each
node’s message passing to the other node, and it can capture
any long-range contextual information. In practice, we only
consider limited neighbors of vi, that is, the range of context
is adjusted by Ωi. In this way, the edge weight is defined as:
wij =
1
|Ωi|
exp(e˜ij)∑
j∈Ωi exp(e˜ij)
. (7)
Relationship to convolution filter. The standard convolution
operator also captures contextual information, but the percep-
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Fig. 3. The unrolling of node updating. Nodes are initialized from CNN
features, and updated via Eq.(8) and Eq.(9).
tion field is small, and the size is defined by filter kernels
whose sizes are 3x3 or 5x5 etc. The advantage of Eq.(6) is
that the perception field is not limited. We can modify the
definition of Ωi to make the range small as the convolution
filter or extended to the whole graph.
C. Node Updating
The hidden state of node vi is denoted as hi which evolves
with the graph iteration. The hti means the node state of vi
at t step. The initial value h0t is obtained from the high
dimensional output of ROI pooling as shown in Fig. 2.
The node updating consists of two stages: firstly collecting
neighbor message, then updating node state. As shown in Eq.
(8), the function φθn maps the neighbor nodes’ messages
at t step into a vector mti. The variable wij decides the
contributions of different nodes. φθn is implemented with
MLP in this paper.
mti =
1
|Ωi|
∑
j∈Ωi
φθn(wijh
t
j). (8)
After mti is determined, ψθm takes current node state h
t
i and
contextual message mti as input, and leads iteration to t+ 1
step obtaining ht+1i . This process is denoted as:
ht+1i = Relu(ψθm([h
t
i,m
t
i])), t ∈ [0, T ]. (9)
φθn and ψθm are shared by each node. The number of
iterations T is a manual designed hyper parameter. It also
decides the range of contextual information, for example,
increasing T will make longer-range messages propagate to
the target node.
D. Node Prediction
After Eq. (9) updating T steps, we now predict the
semantic label of each node. For a node vi, the prediction
xˆi is obtained as following.
xˆi = softmax(fθv (h
T
i )), xˆi ∈ R1×K . (10)
The final node state hTi contains both its own state and
neighbors’ messages. fθv is a MLP with the parameter θv
which also is shared by all nodes. A softmax is concatenated
after fθv .
48840631
48880931
Fig. 4. The results of segment generation. One color represents one
segment.
E. Loss Function
The cross entropy method is the most used loss function
for this task. For one node vi, it could not ensure the
convergence of wij if we only consider the cross entropy of
vi. Furthermore, the center node loss and the neighbor node
loss should be included at the same time, which is written
as:
L = Lcenter + Lneighbor. (11)
Specifically, the Li for vi is defined as:
Li = −(xiln(xˆTi ) +
1
|Ωi|
∑
j∈Ωi
(wijxj ln(xˆ
T
j ))), (12)
where xi is a one-hot vector denoted as the label of vi. This
equation consists of two items: the first item is the center
loss, and the second item is neighbor loss. The function of
neighbor loss is that it increases loss when the neighbor node
associated with a high edge weight is wrongly predicted.
Thus, the formal loss function is defined as following:
L(X; θ) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
Li
= − 1
N
N∑
i=1
(xiln(xˆ
T
i ) +
1
|Ωi|
∑
j∈Ωi
(wijxj ln(xˆ
T
j ))).
(13)
The parameter θ = [θv, θm, θn, θe] and the CNN parameter
Θ are joint learned with back-propagation algorithm during
offline model training.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
A. Segment Generation
We use a 40-beams LiDAR sensor, and each scan line has
1800 points at different horizontal angles. That is, 40x1800
points are obtained for one data frame. These points are
projected on a 2D matrix with the size (40,1800), and each
row corresponds to a scan line. The pixel value of the matrix
is the range measured by LiDAR sensor. Thus, the 2D matrix
is named as range image. Note that the raw 3D point cloud
and the range image could be converted into each other
equally. The range image makes the unordered laser points
grid-aligned, which benefits segment generation.
The segment generation is conducted on range image with
a region grow based method. It is not reasonable applying
a standard region grow method on range image, because
the vertical and horizontal resolutions of range image are
not equal, and these two parameters are decided by LiDAR
sensor. On the other hand, large amounts of points hit on
ground as the LiDAR sensor mounted on the top of platform.
Removing ground firstly will enhance the effectiveness of
segment generation. The result of segment generation is
shown in Fig. 4.
Algorithm. 1 gives the main process. In line 1, the
Background refers to the points whose distance to ground
large than 4m. The EdgePt is the target label of segment
generation, because the edge points are the boundaries of
region grow. The main function of line 2 is to remove
ground. In line 3, an edge point is extracted by considering
the distance to its 4-neighbors. More details of segment
generation are given in the appendix of [25].
Algorithm 1 Segment Generation
Input: the point clouds D, and range image A
Output: the segmentation result B
1: L = {Unvalid,Ground,Background,
Unknown,EdgePt}
2: S ← CoarseSeg(D,L) . Removing ground.
3: B ← EdgeExtraction(A,S)
4: B ← RegionGrow(B)
5: return B
B. Feature Network
A fully convolution neural network is designed to extract
feature for each node. The network is constructed as fol-
lowing: C(3, 64) + C(64, 64) + M + C(64, 128) + M +
C(128, 256) + D(256, 256) + D(256, 256), where C(m, n)
denotes a convolution layer whose input dimension is m and
output is n; M means a maxpooling layer whose stride is 2;
D(m,n) denotes a deconvolution layer whose stride is 2. A
batch-norm and relu layer are concatenated for each C and
D. The width and height of the output feature map keep the
same value with the input.
The input contains three raw feature channels. In Fig.
2, the bounding box is not ground truth, but automatically
generated from each segment on range image. Thus, one
segment corresponds to one bounding box. And the bounding
box is only used at the output of network. The raw features
are range, intensity and height; the first two features are
returned from LiDAR sensor. We linearly project range value
from [0,25] meter to [0,255], if the range is large than 25
meters, it will be truncated at 255. As the ground is extracted,
the height is defined as the vertical distance from the point
to ground, and it is mapped from [0,5] meter to [0,255]. The
intensity value is in [0,255].
A ROI pooling [26] layer is concatenated at the output
of network. This layer crops ROIs on the feature map with
specified bounding boxes. As aforementioned, one segment
corresponds one box, thus, the hidden state of each segment
is extracted from the output of CNN. Note that this layer un-
folds each cropped feature into a fixed size vector, therefore,
40-beams LiDAR
GPS/IMU
train set
test set
#1
#3
(a) (b)
Fig. 5. The data collection platform and the routes for experiments. The
#1 and #3 of SemanticPOSS [14] are used for train set and test set.
the hidden state of each segment shares the same feature
size.
C. Parameter learning
The parameters in feature network, node updating and
prediction are jointly learned via the stochastic gradient
descent(SGD) method. The loss function is defined as Eq.
(13). We randomly choose one frame data at each iteration,
so the batch size is 1. The initial learning rate is 0.01, and
decays 0.5 at every 20 epochs. The total epoch number is
100 in our experiments.
D. Graph Building
In this part, we need define the node and determine
the edge. The raw point cloud are clustered into multiple
segments on the range image. One segment corresponds to
one node. And the initial hidden state of the node is from
the output of the ROI pooling layer.
Here the edge only indicates the connectivity of target
node and its neighborhoods. For the target node vi, a hyper
parameter |Ωi| denoted as the neighbor number is set. Then,
we obtain |Ωi| neighbor nodes with top |Ωi| shortest path to
vi. The path is defined as the center distance of two nodes.
Finally, vi and its neighbor nodes are linked to build |Ωi|
edges.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Dataset
Our method is firstly evaluated on SemanticPOSS [14]
dataset. The collection platform is shown in Fig. 5, which
equips a 40-beams LiDAR and GPS/IMU sensors. The total
route is about 1.5 kilometers in the campus of Peking
University, which is split into 6 sections. The LiDAR data
is sequentially collected and annotated for every frame. The
total frames are 2988. The difference with existing dataset,
such as Semantic3D [8] and SemanticKITTI [9], lies in that
SemanticPOSS contains large amounts of dynamic object,
like car, people and rider.
As shown in Fig. 5(b), The section 1 and section 3 are
used for train set and test set. Each section has 500 frames.
Each frame is divided into multiple segments as illustrated
in Fig. 4. The TABLE. I shows the number of segments, and
actually we classify each segment. Note that a segment will
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Fig. 6. The confusion matrices for different classifiers. The color is indexed by precision, and darker color means higher precision. (a) Unary CNN. (b)
3DGNN-all. (c) 3DGNN-1nn. (d) The proposed one.
TABLE I
THE SAMPLES OF MANUAL ANNOTATIONS.
People Car Rider Unknown
train set 4693 4888 911 14560
test set 2864 1113 1399 17379
not be included if the center range is larger than 25 meters
or the center height is higher than 5 meters. Furthermore,
we only consider dynamic objects like people, car and rider;
and the static objects are categorized into unknown.
B. Experimental Settings
Two baselines are compared with the proposed method.
The first one is unary CNN, which does not include graph
module and the output of ROI pooling in Fig. 2 is directly
sent to the prediction part. That is, the unary CNN is
a conventional CNN-based classifier. The second one is
denoted as 3DGNN [10]. We implement the same graph
neural networks as [10]. As shown in Fig. 2, except not
including edge weight estimation, 3DGNN shares the same
configurations with the proposed method.
As mentioned in Sect. III.C, the contextual information are
controlled by the number of neighbors. Thus, the neighbor
number is a factor, for example, 3DGNN-1nn means taking
1 nearest neighbor, 3DGNN-5nn for 5 nearest neighbors, and
so on. Note that 3DGNN-all means taking all neighbors. Our
method takes all neighbor nodes into consideration, so we
set the iteration number T = 1.
The F1 measure is adopted for quantitative evaluations that
is defined as below:
F1 =
2 ∗ Precision ∗Recall
Precision+Recall
. (14)
The semantic segmentation is converted into classifying each
node in this paper, so the F1 measure is reasonable.
C. Compared with Unary CNN
The details of different method are illustrated in TABLE.
II and Fig. 6. Our method has higher precision than unary
CNN, which improves the mean F1 score by 8%. Compared
Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(d), the proposed one has better capability
to discriminate objects from unknown.
The unary CNN does not consider the contextual infor-
mation. One object like a car could be split into multiple
nodes, therefore, unary CNN is more likely to classify these
nodes into different categories as shown in the left column of
Fig.10. The conclusion that GNN enhances the unary CNN
is also verified in [10].
D. Compared with 3DGNN
Here, we firstly make a comparison on considering all
neighbors. In Fig. 8, the F1 score of ours is higher than
3DGNN-all about 17%. In TABLE. II, these two methods
have similar average recall, but the precision of ours is
largely higher than 3DGNN.
The difference of our method and 3DGNN lies in how
to collect neighbor information. As shown in Eq. (8), the
parameter wij of 3DGNN is identical to 1 for each neighbor;
but wij is automatically decided by a MLP in our method.
Therefore, all neighbor nodes have the same contributions in
3DGNN; this strategy will hurt the performance of classifier
when most of neighbor nodes are unrelated to the center
node. However, our method has the ability to assign different
weights for neighbor nodes avoiding the problem faced by
3DGNN.
In Fig. 7(d), the top-5 edge weights are shown, and we find
that one edge weight usually is larger than others. That is, one
neighbor dominates the contextual information. How does
the 3DGNN behave if only one neighbor is considered? Thus,
the 3DGNN-1nn is listed in TABLE. II. The average F1 score
of 3DGNN-1nn is higher than 3DGNN-all about 11%, which
shows that the equal weight strategy is not suitable when
considering large amount of neighbors. Then, the curve of
3DGNN with different neighbor configurations is obtained
in Fig. 8.
In Fig. 8, different neighbor numbers make different
F1 scores for 3DGNN. The neighbor number is a hyper
parameter in previous works [10], [13], and it will take
many experiments finding an optimal parameter. However,
the proposed method does not need the validation for this
parameter, and demonstrates that it can still achieve high
performance when considering all neighbor nodes.
TABLE II
THE QUANTITATIVE RESULTS ON TEST DATA.
People Car Rider Unkown average
P R P R P R P R P R F1
Unary CNN 0.501 0.903 0.496 0.814 0.482 0.420 0.984 0.905 0.616 0.760 0.663
3DGNN-all 0.418 0.901 0.231 0.849 0.468 0.462 0.810 0.810 0.482 0.755 0.572
3DGNN-1nn 0.476 0.867 0.636 0.830 0.507 0.394 0.983 0.917 0.650 0.752 0.682
ours 0.683 0.844 0.716 0.777 0.738 0.400 0.977 0.973 0.778 0.750 0.749
1 P : Precision; R : Recall.
2 3DGNN-* refer to [10].
0.850.013
target node
(a)
(b) (c) (d)
48934731->15920
people car
Fig. 7. An illustration of edge weight updating. (a) A car is chosen as the target node on range image. (b) The edges of 3DGNN-5nn are fixed and each
edge has the equal weight. (c) We sort the edge weights from high to low. The top-5 edges of our method at epoch-0 are depicted. Each edge has similar
weight. (d) The top-5 edges of our method at epoch-15. The edge weights are updated automatically.
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Fig. 8. The comparisons with different methods. The horizontal axis tells
how many neighbor nodes are adopted, for example, 5nn means 5 neighbor
nodes. Note that Unary CNN does not considers neighbor relationships.
E. Validation for Loss Function
The loss function is given in Eq. (13). It contains center
loss and neighbor loss. In Fig. 9, the loss functions are
validated on test set. We find that neighbor loss brings 2%
F1 score improvement than only considering center loss.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A scene context based semantic segmentation method is
proposed for 3D LiDAR data. A GNN-based classifier is
designed to capture contextual information. The problem is
defined as building a graph to represent the topology of a
center segment with its neighborhoods, then inferring the
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Fig. 9. The comparisons with different loss functions on test set. The mean
F1 scores are obtained by the evaluations on test set at each epoch. The
blue line is the loss function chosen by us. And the neighbor loss enhances
the F1 score by 2%.
segment label. Evaluation on a dataset of dynamic scene
indicates the effectiveness of the proposed method. Future
work will address more experiments on other large-scale 3D
LiDAR datasets. In addition, the introduce of new context,
like temporal information, will also be studied.
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